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Background

• Asprey to Howard

• Tax Law Improvement project – Design principles
• Pyramid approach

• Use of clear and simple language

• Divisions based on principles or conceptual building blocks

• Guides and signposts

• Numbering system – simple, predictable, flexible

• Policy principles 
• GST should not be a factor in businesses making commercial decisions

• Supplier should not need to determine the status of the recipient

• Cascading to be avoided

• Rules to complement accounting practice

• Destination principle with credit invoice system
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Background

• OECD design principles
• Neutrality

• Efficiency – compliance and administration costs

• Certainty and simplicity – taxpayers know the rules in advance of a transaction

• Effective and fair – the right amount t the right time

• Flexibility

• VAT evolution
• 2nd Directive - 1967

• 6th Directive 1977

• Recast directive - 2006

• New Zealand, Canada, Singapore, Australia

• India!
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Connected with Australia rules

Pre 2016
• Sections 9-25 and 9-26

• Division 83 and 84

2016 amendments
• New paragraph 9-25(5)(d) and subsection 9-25(7) – recipient is Australian 

consumer 

• New subsection 9-25(6) – installed and assembled

• New section 9-26 – remove certain non-resident transactions

• New section 9-27 – fixed establishment rule

• Sub-division 84-A - a reverse charge rewrite

• Sub-division 84-B - “Inbound intangible consumer supplies”

• Sub-division 84-C - “offshore supplies of low value goods”

• Sub-division 84-D – when a person is not an Australian consumer

• Division 146 – limited registration
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Digitisation

“Inbound intangible consumer supplies”
• Non-resident supplier liable if supplying an Australian consumer, unless

• Supply made through electronic distribution platform – operator is liable

• “Tie breaker” rule if more than 1 electronic platform operator

Offshore supplies of Low value goods
• Either non- resident supplier, platform operator or re-deliverer is liable

Observations

• Success will depend on voluntary compliance

• How will the Commissioner administer this over time?

• Determining the status of the recipient?

• Limited registration of not?

• TLIP and OECD model standards?

Ride share and accommodation
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Revisiting the past

• Capital raising and mergers and acquisitions

• Financial services

• Changes in creditable use

• Vouchers

• Sale of new residential premises
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A New Tax System

For how long is something new?
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